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1
General introduction

Chronic low back pain

Low back pain (LBP) is common among people in the industrialized western
countries1. The majority of LBP is non-specific, which means that the
pathogenic mechanisms causing the LBP are not known2. In most cases, the
nature of LBP is benign. People are temporarily limited in the performance
of everyday activities, however the majority is able to resume normal activities
within days or weeks after the onset of the episode3. The majority, 75% to 90%,
of people suffering from LBP recover within 4 to 6 weeks. The symptoms of
less than 10% of all people with LBP do not resolve within this timeframe and
develop into chronic low back pain (CLBP). Yet this relatively small group of
CLBP sufferers accounts for up to 90% of all medical and societal costs for
LBP4. For The Netherlands, these costs related to LBP were estimated at
approximately USD 5 billion in 1991, which was equivalent to 1.7% of the Gross
National Product5. Extrapolating these figures to 2002, this would mean EUR
7.6 billion (1.7% of EUR 444.6 billion).

An important difference between LBP and CLBP is the position of pain.
Whereas pain in LBP is linked primarily to neurophysiological stimuli
originating in the low back, in CLBP the pain involves factors not directly
related to physical ones. Biomedical, psychological and social factors are linked
together in the bio-psychosocial model of chronic pain6. The patients’ behaviors
and clinical presentations may relate strongly to non-medical factors. Among
those factors associated with CLBP are work-related factors. CLBP can result
in productivity loss, work absenteeism and work-disability. While most studies
of the association of occupational factors and CLBP are cross-sectional and
thereby give insufficient or inconclusive evidence, there seems to be a constant
but weak relationship between workload factors and reports of back pain. The
impact of occupation on CLBP exists, but is modest, except for extreme working
situations3. A causal relationship between workload factors and CLBP, however,
is not clear. With regards to causal relationships, it is assumed that the worker’s
individual workload should not exceed this person’s capacities. Göeken has
developed this basic philosophy of load and capacity into the ‘model of
functional capacity and functional demands’ (Figure 1)7. According to this
model, it is assumed that CLBP is caused by an ongoing imbalance between
a person’s functional capacity and functional demands. In the event of an
imbalance, LBP will start, develop into CLBP and continue to exist until the
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balance is re-established. Functional load and functional demands are in turn
constantly influenced by physical, mental, and environmental factors. Workability
is related to both functional capacity and functional load7.

Figure 1 Model of functional capacity and functional demands for assessment and
treatment of work-related disorders7

The model of functional capacity and functional demands could theoretically be
used in clinical settings to assess the individual patient with CLBP. The outcome
of this assessment may assist to make rational clinical decisions about the goals
and design of an occupational rehabilitation program, about whether or not is it
safe to return to regular work or to design work-modifications, or to assist in decision
making regarding disability compensations. A drawback of the model is that
validated instruments to assess the individual components of the model are as of
yet unavailable. This thesis focuses on one of those components: the assessment
of functional capacity.

Functional Capacity Evaluation

Functional capacity is the ability of a person to perform work-related activities. It
can be assessed in different ways: self-report (questionnaire), expert based (physician
assessment), performance based (functional capacity evaluation (FCE)). Many
questionnaires have been developed to assess the level of self-reported functioning
or disability of patients with CLBP. The psychometric properties are good and the
questionnaires are practical to use4. However, these questionnaires assess a person’s
self-reported ability to function, which may be different from his or her ability to
function. Expert based assessments (performed by medical professionals) of medical
impairments have not shown to be valid predictors of the ability to work8. Moreover,
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the reliability of these assessments is poor9. From a need for a more objective
measure of a person’s physical capacity for work, functional capacity evaluations
(FCEs) were developed.

The introduction of FCEs cannot be tracked to a specific point in time, however it
is regarded as originating in the USA in the 1970s. Physicians were asked to assess
the work ability of injured patients, but were unable to do so based on self-report
and physical examination only. They asked physical- and occupational therapists
to measure the patients’ ability to work. Therapists compiled existing and self-
developed tests into a battery of tests, and named them FCEs10. Since the
introduction of FCEs there has been a general inconsistency in the terms used to
describe the evaluation itself, its procedures and results11. In this thesis, the
abbreviation ‘FCE’ is used to denote a performance-based assessment to measure
a person’s ability to perform work-related activities.

The measurement of the ability of a person to perform work-related activities can
serve purposes specific to several medical disciplines11:
1. Rehabilitation medicine: to determine the need for intervention, to design and

plan treatment, to document outcome, achievement of goals, and effectiveness
of the program.

2. Occupational medicine: to determine an individual’s ability to perform the
demands required in relation to the work context. In evaluations where return
to a former job is an issue, a job analysis should be performed to determine
the tasks required for the job. The results from the FCE can then be matched
to the job demands.

3. Insurance medicine: to determine the level of disability. An FCE may be used
for the settlement of a workers’ compensation claim.

Components of the FCE include the medical history, physical examination and a
variety of work-related performance tests. The choice of these work-related
performance tests are in- or explicitly inspired by the taxonomy described in the
US Department of Labor’s Dictionary of Occupational Titles (DOT)12. This
taxonomy, although never formally tested for its validity, has gained support in
many countries around the world. The DOT classification is similar to selected
domains of the International Classification of Functioning, developed by the World
Health Organization13, and a back-specific classification named the Functional
Assessment Taxonomy14. Among other things, the DOT provides information about
the work characteristics of most jobs in the USA in terms of the physical demands
these jobs place on the workers. The demand classification is based on principles
assumed or demonstrated to be key elements in the nature of work. These key
elements are defined in the DOT as the physical demands of a specific job and are
called job factors. There are 20 job factors with some of them broken into sub-
factors: standing, sitting, walking, lifting, carrying, pushing, pulling, climbing,
balancing, stooping, kneeling, crouching, crawling, reaching, handling, fingering,
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feeling, talking, hearing and seeing. These job factors then express both the
requirements of the job and the capacities a worker must have to meet or exceed
those demands. The content validity of an FCE is deemed sufficient when it is based
on the DOT taxonomy15,16.

Work-related assessments must have proof of its reliability and validity. However,
even though many FCEs are commercially available for many years, their
psychometric properties have been studied scarcely. All reviews concerning the
reliability and validity of FCEs have drawn similar conclusions: the evidence for
reliability and validity of FCEs was either non-existent or was investigated
insufficiently16-22. No single FCE had been thoroughly and comprehensively
investigated for all relevant aspects of reliability and validity.

A well-known and commercially available FCE is the Isernhagen Work Systems
Functional Capacity Evaluation (IWS FCE)22. The IWS FCE consists of 28 tests,
with test selection based in large on the DOT taxonomy. According to the handbook,
testing of all activities lasts approximately 5 hours, divided over 3 hours on the first
day and 2 hours on the second, consecutive day23. To test an individual’s functional
capacity, he or she needs to perform to maximal capacity. Visual observations are
used to determine whether maximum capacity has reached. The relationships
between performance based measures of functional capacity and self-reports of
capacity, effort level, pain intensity and fear of movement (kinesiophobia) are unclear.

Aim of the research described in this thesis was to investigate test-retest, inter- and
intra-rater reliability and the criterion and content validity of the IWS FCE. The
research questions were:

Reliability:
• Are the results of the FCE consistent when patients with CLBP and healthy

individuals are tested twice?
• Are ratings of subject effort consistent between and within observers?

Validity:
• Do different test conditions lead to differences in test results?
• Can test performance be predicted from subjective indices?
• Can an FCE be replaced by self-report?
• Can FCE results be predicted from kinesiophobia or pain intensity?
• Are ratings of subject effort valid?

Outline of this thesis

The reliability of the IWS FCE is presented in chapters 2 to 5.
• In chapter 2 a study is presented in which test-retest reliability of the IWS FCE is

tested over 2 consecutive days in a sample of CLBP patients. The study focussed
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on the consistency of test results of 3 activities: normal lifting, overhead lifting and
carrying. Test-retest reliability of almost all items of the IWS FCE are tested twice
2 weeks apart in a sample of patients with CLBP (chapter 3) and healthy adults
(chapter 4).

• In chapter 5 a study is presented in which the inter- and intra-rater reliability of
visual observations of effort levels of lifting and carrying is investigated in a sample
of healthy adults.

The validity of the IWS FCE is presented in chapters 6 to 10.
• In chapter 6 a study is presented in which the ecological validity of 3 static endurance

tests is tested in a sample of healthy adults. The hypothesis that a change in testing
environment would lead to a change in test results was tested.

• In chapter 7 a study is presented in which the relationship between several forms
of self-report and performances on 2 static work tests was studied in a sample of
healthy subjects. The presumption that self-reported measures of capacity relate to
performance measures was tested.

• In chapter 8 a study is presented in which a similar presumption was tested in a
sample of patients with CLBP. The relationship between self-reported measures of
functional capacity and performance based measure was tested concurrently.

• In chapter 9 a study is presented in which the relationship between kinesiophobia,
a psychological factor postulated to have great impact on FCE results and the actual
performance is tested. Additionally, the relationship between pain intensity and
test performance is tested.

• In chapter 10 a study is presented in which the validity of the observation of effort
level during lifting is tested in a sample of patient with CLBP and healthy subjects.
Additionally, inter-rater reliability of the observations was tested on both samples.

Finally, chapter 11 provides a general discussion regarding the psychometric
properties of the IWS FCE. The relevance of the outcome of the studies for 3 medical
disciplines is discussed and directions for future research are presented.
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